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What is Smart Space?
 Smart Space is an effort to move beyond what has become routine in the
traditional GEO-Comm space model to other space regimes and applications:
— Commodity platforms with tailored configurations for the mission
— Streamlined development and mission assurance
— Pragmatic balance of certified quality/reliability vs. cost and schedule
 Smart Space focuses on reexamination of the applicability and effectiveness of
heritage practices to develop a clean, but adaptable, baseline of processes with
which to move forward
 Our objective is to have a balanced design approach that meets both the
operational needs and the practical imperatives of a small satellite solution that can
scale, when needed, to the constellation level
Smart Space is the intersection of NewSpace ambitions and economies, with
operational expectations
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Quality and Mission Assurance Drive Commercial Markets
Commercial GEO Markets:
 Direct Broadcast services
 Fixed Satellite services
 Digital Audio Radio and Media Broadcast
 High Throughput Satellite
 Mobile Satellite Services

 Quality is essential for
commercial satellites
manufacturers:
— Highly competitive market
— Customer business success
depends on reliable service
— Customer has numerous US and
international alternatives if they
lose confidence in manufacturer’s
Quality Management System
— Insurance claims tarnish a
manufacturer’s reputation
— On orbit anomalies result in
reduced revenue
— Fleet wide on-orbit issues can put
both manufacturer and operator
out of business

88 SSL GEO Satellites In Orbit with 99.996% Availability

Customers and markets care about quality!
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Keys to SSL Mission Assurance Success
 High volume leads to: personnel and process stability, long term purchase agreements
with suppliers
 Grade 1 EEE Parts Program with radiation harness assurance tests
 New product developments in IRAD: Highly Accelerated Life Test ( HALT) standard
 Large fleet with monitored performance and feed back lessons learned
 Quality oversight for critical operations, but assess case-by-case for everything else
depending on value added and trend analysis
 Anomaly trending or detailed root cause analysis and corrective/preventive actions based
on priority score (focus on what is important!)
 Robust Qualification by Similarity assessments for heritage hardware
 Detailed Design, Development and Qualification Plans for new hardware
 Environmental testing similar to MIL-STD-1540 but tailored based on trend analysis and
results
 Dedicated Systems Engineers on each program
 Independent Flight Assurance reviews
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Failures

First Year Equipment Failures: CY 2000 – Q2 2018

 First year on-orbit performance is a good indicator of (1) robustness of design practices, (2) effectiveness of test

programs, (3) integrity of quality systems, (4) A reflection on our suppliers quality

 First year failures have declined 10X even though spacecraft complexity has increased significantly
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SSL is a World’s Leader in Satellites and Space Systems
• SSL satellite family is modular and scalable to higher
power and more payload capacity
• SSL-100 (ESPA) and SSL-500 (ESPA-Grande) product
lines
• Cost-efficient solutions for emerging markets by
leveraging “New Space” approaches
– Some use COTS hardware that is screened
to meet appropriate / mission-specific
radiation levels
– Some use flight-proven Hi-rel
hardware/software
• Heritage processes ensure high reliability & quality
• Key Features
– Customized structure and comm system for
each payload/mission
– Various propulsion and agility options
– Reuses flight-proven software from SSL1300 platform
– Leverage manufacturing capabilities and
supply chain experience
• Robust testing and verification process
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SSL Small Spacecraft Platforms
 SSL satellite family is modular and scalable to
higher power and more payload capacity
 Cost-efficient solutions for emerging markets by
leveraging “new space” approaches
— Some use COTS hardware that is screened to
meet appropriate radiation levels
— Some use flight-proven Hi-rel
hardware/software
— All use industry leading processes to ensure
high reliability and quality

Our standalone SmallSat facility can
accommodate a full spectrum of
activities from protoflight
development to constellation
production
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Mission Risk Tailoring
 Using the knowledge from our flagship 1300 Class programs. SSL can tailor mission
assurance work to meet the requirements of smallsat mission, system or program
requirements while avoiding an unacceptable increase in risk
 Each new program is evaluated against a prototype mission risk class based on program
requirements, the reliability required for the mission and the customer’s business plan
 The tailoring of mission assurance activities is patterned after the Mission Assurance
Improvement Workshop* but modified per SSL experience

* Aerospace Report TOR-2011(8591)-21: Mission Assurance Guidelines for A-D Mission
Risk Classes, June 3, 2011
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Product Assurance
 Small, agile, empowered co-located teams representing all subsystems and phases
of manufacturing are critical to the design phase of the program
 These teams ensure that each design trade is evaluated not just for performance,
but as part of an overall system evaluation that includes sources of supply,
manufacturing constraints, mission assurance and the approach to testing the
spacecraft
 SSL is implementing concepts from high volume production settings for use in Small
Satellite production, e.g. Advanced Product Quality Planning (APQP), which was
developed by the automotive industry and tailored for aerospace (AS9145) to
achieve the goal of 100% mission success
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Reliability- Will It Perform Over Time
 The design guidelines for each mission are derived through quantitative reliability
assessments encompassing constellation- and spacecraft-level evaluations of
redundancy, cross-strapping, and single-thread items
 This approach has enabled us to simplify system architectures without introducing
unacceptable risks by deploying redundancy approaches that take the entire
constellation into account
 Test programs are tailored based on mission risk classification.
— This leverages data compiled from SSL’s extensive flight history
 We focus on critical aspects using a data driven approach to ensure design is
commensurate with the defined risk tolerance
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Parts & Radiation Effects- What Do We build With?
 Level 1 parts are the SSL standard parts, a typical 1300 SSL spacecraft has 200K parts
 Level 2 are becoming more common
 COTS parts are used on mission risk class A and B programs when no class 1 or 2 part
exists and only after extensive screening to establish level 1 equivalency*
 COTS parts can be used on Class C and D missions with evaluations at assembly level
 Radiation data are used for acceptability evaluations:
— Total dose including low dose rate effects
— Displacement damage effects
— Single event effects

* See Aerospace “Getting It Right” Newsletter, Vol 8, No 4, June 4, 2018
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Conclusions
 We leverage our established processes to optimize production
— Structure and planning is important for even the smallest & quickest projects
— We draw from those processes for appropriate program control
— As an example, we implemented a scaled-down version of our GEO-Comm
nonconformance workflow system on small sat projects
 Supplier selection requires diligence
— The lowest price supplier is not always the lowest cost path
 Early discussion and agreement on interfaces and requirements is essential
 Mission Assurance should be involved during program development and
implementation. Teamwork is the best approach to achieve a common goal.
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